Walls

**General Description:** The design parameters allowed for steel studs to be placed at either 16 in. or 24 in. on center. It was found that 24 in. on center was more economical, as it utilized the increased strength available with steel and it allowed for an economical stud alignment bearing transfer from roof trusses above.

**Alignment of studs and trusses:** Alignment of trusses directly over the bearing studs, allows use of a single track or bearing plate element (see Figure B-0). Without alignment the truss bearing point could conceivably land on the top of wall track between the studs. This top of wall track would be required to transfer, or distribute, the load to each of the two adjacent bearing studs. It would not be economical to attempt to increase the track thickness to carry the truss load. Alternate distributor systems are possible as shown in Figure B-0, but again, it was determined that alignment was the more economical solution as it alleviates the need for a top of wall distribution plate system. However, if it becomes critical to the manufacturers to keep the stud spacing at 16 in. on center, there are other possible solutions. A continuous L-header, stronger track, or a nested stud in a deep leg track are some examples as indicated in Figure B-0.

**Exterior (Side) Bearing Walls 350S162-27 (33 ksi):** The exterior bearing walls are the longer direction walls and are termed the “side walls”. They are required to be 3½ in. deep studs and spaced at 24 on center per previous spacing discussions. The plate height is only 7’-6” and the Zone I wind loading is a minimal 15 psf. An economical standard stud section was investigated based on 350S162-27 studs placed at 24 in. on center (33 ksi). The design for this element was found to be at 93 percent of its capacity, if no duration of wind load is considered, thus indicating a very economical design. However, with duration of wind allowed per the HUD Code, the stud is at 70 percent of its capacity indicating that an even more economical stud may be developed. Attempting a more economical stud using the same conditions except a smaller flange width of 1⅛ in. in lieu of 1⅜ in. flange was investigated and found to be 13 percent overstressed. It was possible to switch to a higher strength material, say 50 ksi, and thus reduce the required flange width to 1⅛ in. but this was unacceptable. The manufacturers indicated a desire for at least 1½ in. of fastening surface width. Therefore the 350S162-27 studs at 24 in. on center were deemed the most cost effective stud available by current industry standards.

**Exterior (End) Walls 350S162-27 (33 ksi):** The exterior “end walls” are not carrying significant bearing loads, but carry a small tributary of roof loading in combination with the wind loading (see Figure B-0). They are however taller studs as they vary from 7’-6” to 9’-2” in plate height and are required to be 3½ in. deep walls and spaced at 24 in. on center per previous spacing discussions. The taller of the plate height studs were found to be 4 percent overstressed, if no duration of wind load is considered, thus indicating a very economical design. However, with duration of wind allowed per the HUD Code, the stud is at 78 percent of its capacity indicating that an even more economical stud may be developed per the discussion above for the “side walls”. The design team felt that the end wall studs should be the same stud as the side wall studs for plant production purposes.

**Mating Walls 250S162-27 (33 ksi):** Mating wall studs have a 9’-5” plate height and are 2½ in. deep. For the installed condition, two (2) of the 2½ in. deep walls will be placed either tight against each other with wall bracing see Figure B-0 or with ⅛ in. sheathing board on each mating face (see Figure B-0). Note that the minimum of 4’-0” of ⅛ in. sheathing board may be placed high on one wall and low on the other to allow for only a ¼ in. gap between the studs or an alternate arrangement leaving a ¼ in. gap between the studs (see Figure B-0). This sheathing is required to brace the studs for lateral torsional buckling. The design of this stud found that the 250S162-27 (33 ksi) is at 98 percent of its capacity, if duration of load is considered, thus indicating a very economical design.

Details of other wall connections are shown in Figure B-0 through Figure B-2.
Figure B-0 Mating wall to floor joist

Figure B-0 Truss bearing at exterior wall
Figure B-0 Alternate distributor top of wall details for stud

Figure B-0 End wall section

7/16" OSB

6" CANTILEVERED ROOF (17/16 OSB)

PONY WALL 162012-23 24" O.C. ALIGNED W/ STUDS BELOW

PONY WALL TO BE SLOPED TOP & DIRT OF WALL TO MATCH TRUSSES PROFILE PLUS 1/2" OF HEIGHT TO ACCOUNT FOR DRY OILING AS SHOWN. SHEATS WALL PRIOR TO TRANSPORT IN PLANT.

STUDS 300162-33 24" O.C. ALIGNED W/ STUDS ABOVE

2/16" EXTERIOR HARD BOARD DRYVING...

2" SCREW OR 1/2" O.C. THRU TRACK PLACE PRIOR TO ROOF SHEATHING PLACEMENT.

2" SCREW OR 1/2" O.C. THRU TRACK PLACE PRIOR TO ROOF SHEATHING PLACEMENT.

SHEDS INDICATES FLOOR JOIST W/ STIFFENER PER OTHER DETAILS.

STUD WALL SECTION

SCALE: 1-1/2"=1'-0"
Figure B-0 Wall bracing

Figure B-0 Wall intersection details
Figure B-1 Typical wall top track splice options

Figure B-2 Truss roof assembly to wall assembly
Ridge Beams and Headers

_General Description:_ Following the current plant production practice a ridge beam solution was pursued that imitates the typical timber plywood beam designs. The ridge beam design uses a standard “C” shaped stud section, because the loads and span are large enough to require stronger sections (see Figure B-0 and Figure B-2 for ridge beam details). Note that two alternatives are indicated for the bearing of the ridge beam. Figure B-0 shows how the ridge beam bears directly on the top track and Figure B-0 indicates that it is spaced up to allow the gypsum ceiling board to extend in over the bottom of beams at beam span locations.

_L-Headers:_ At exterior walls, window and door openings, the loads and spans are smaller than at the ridge location, and an “L”-Header element is used to span the opening. “L”-headers are “L” shaped sections that are placed over the top of wall track and cripple studs to act as a beam. There is an approved “L” header design guide that is used for the basis of this design (see Figure B-2 and Figure B-2).

Note that these calculations propose that single L-Headers would carry the design loads, however, the only current accepted design guide for L-Headers is for double L-Header conditions. Some proprietary testing has indicated that a single L-Header framed down to the head track might give promising results. 20 gauge or even 22 gauge headers may work for the current design load conditions. They must be tested as indicated in the details.
Figure B-2 L-Headers at double window

OPTION 1
- 8# screws ea side of track to stud connector
- Window sill track
- 2054 1/4 x 3/8" stud connector
- 2.5" 316L anchor plate

OPTION 2
- Sill to jamb stud connection
- Window jamb stud
- 8# screw ea side of track to stud connector
- Window sill track
- 2054 1/4 x 3/8" stud connector
- 2.5" 316L anchor plate

For single "L" header options, see 11/58

L-shaped butt splice
- 2054 1/4 x 3/8" stud connector
- 2.5" 316L anchor plate

Truss @ 4' O.C.

Special Note:
An "L" header may be tested to be full depth of 1' or less. Therefore, connecting to head track, this may yield a smaller thickness required. Contact with engineer for option.

A) L-header @ double window looking from outside out
B) L-header @ double window looking from outside in
Figure B-2 Double L-Header ("L" shaped) beams
Shearwalls

**General Description:** The lateral system utilizes the current gypsum shearwall tables as found in the UBC 1997 and the IBC 2000. For typical hold downs and shearwall sheathing components (see Figure B-2 and Figure B-2).

The prototype design utilizes economical 350S162-27 studs at 24 in. on center. From a value engineering standpoint, the 27 mil or 22 gauge studs are acceptable. However, 20 gauge studs are required in order to use current shear wall values in the 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC). This is the only approved code or testing source available for shearwall assemblies utilizing cold-formed studs. The International Building Code (IBC) 2000 has identical information as found in the 1997 edition of the code. If tested, the new shearwall assemblies using 22 gauge studs would be expected to perform to similar load capacities as the current timber shearwall being use by the manufactured home industry. It would also be expected that testing would allow much more cost effective fastener spacing of say 6/12 in. meaning 6 in. at boundaries and 12 in. in the field, instead of the current 4/4 in. and 7/7 in. code assemblies.

These calculations were extrapolated to the given UBC double-sided gypsum wallboard by using one-half of the value for single side gypsum wallboard. A HUD-prescribed factor of safety of 2.5 was used on the UBC ultimate loads in lieu of the 3.0 factor of safety listed in the current 1997 UBC. This follows with the revision found in the new IBC 2000 using a 2.5 factor of safety. The prototype uses ½ in. gypsum wallboard on the interior face of the exterior wall studs for shearwall strength. There are two wall assemblies available with the ½ in. gypsum wallboard, one at 7/7-fastener spacing and one at 4/4-fastener spacing. This design uses the 4/4 on the end walls and the 7/7 on the sidewalls. Minimum lengths of wall required at those capacities are shown on the plans. Simpson CS18 straps for the typical jamb and 48 in. on center strap spacing are used to carry typical hold down loads. The same strap with additional screws is used for the increased hold down requirement at the side shearwalls. These details appear to be cost effective as compared to current timber framed practice.

The prototype design indicates that the typical studs are 22 gauge (27 mil). At locations where shearwalls are indicated on the plan then they must be 20 gauge (33 mil) unless a tested assembly is provided to confirm 22 gauge (27 mil) studs are adequate. Note that the plans indicate all shearwalls are based on code allowable values using 20 gauge studs. Typically, exterior studs are 22 gauge for gravity and out of plane bending design. Until these allowable load requirements are proven by testing for 22 gauge studs, the design will use 20 gauge studs.
**Figure B-2 Typical wall to floor strap**

**Figure B-2 Shearwall component table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHEARWALL COMPONENT TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRID</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TYPICAL:**

1. SHEATHING PLACED PARALLEL AND CONTINUOUS FROM BOTTOM TRIM TO TO TOP TRACK & CONSIDERED BLOCKED. ALL LOCATIONS FACING WALLS.

2. TYPICALLY PROVIDE DOUBLE STUDS AT ENDS OF SHEARWALLS OR CLEARANCES BETWEEN STUDS ARE ALLOWED TO ACCOUNT FOR THE TRACK, BORED STUDS.

3. ALLOWABLE SHEAR WALL CAPACITIES ARE BASED ON 1998 NDS SHEAR WALL DESIGN GUIDE & 1997 ADE SUBS STANDards AS APPROVED BY EBY MAR. ADDITIONALLY, THE LOADS ARE BASED ON TEST SPECIFIED SANTA CRUZ UNIVERsITY, CA.

4. UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN, STUDS SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF 1 1/2" DURABLE X 2 9/16" 1" IF STUDS LENGTH SHOWN ARE 8" OR LONGER, MINIMUM STUDS SHOWN SHALL BE NO LESS THAN 20 GAUGE. NO HOLE OR SPACERS SHALL BE MINIMUM 5/16" DURABLE X 2 9/16".
Floor Joist and Chassis Systems

General Description: The plans indicated that 600S162-43 joists at 24 in. on center are acceptable given that the chassis frame has outriggers at 8’-0” on center. The design investigated using both 8 in. and 6 in. deep floor joists at varying gauges. It was felt that the 6 in. deep 18 gauge joist at 24 in. on center would be most economical. The joist may be punched or un-punched. (See Figure B-0, Figure B-2, Figure B-2, Figure B-2, Figure B-2 and Figure B-2 for typical floor construction details."

Fasteners used to attach the floor sheathing may be screws and or pneumatic pins per details and the framing note #9 from the Framing and Construction Notes. Note that adhesive is used in addition to the fasteners between the floor joist and the sheathing.

Note that an additional 24 in. long joist section is required at each joist framing over the outriggers as shown in Figure B-2 and Figure B-2. A two-dimensional joist load sharing analysis approach indicated that the single joists over the outriggers were overstressed in combined bending and shear at the point that they cantilever over the outrigger. However, with the added 24 in. long section of joist to the design was found code acceptable.

The floor joist design assumes that a chassis frame assembly will be used that has outriggers spaced at no more than 8’-0” on center. These outrigger elements are a requirement for this prototype. Floor joist blocking is economically detailed to require only 3 blocks within the 56’-0” run of joist (see Figure B-2).

The chassis assembly design is not included as part of the prototype design. The plans indicate that the chassis design (main rail, outrigger, cross bracing, and connections) will be designed by others. Note that at the outrigger locations at 8’-0” on center the aligned floor joist will need to be incorporated into the frame design and shall be design confirmed at that time. It is possible that a heavier gauge joist will be required.

Additional Concluding Design Comments:

Economical framing elements: The truss elements have room for further cost reductions through the use of alternate section shapes and material steel strengths. The exterior “side and end” wall studs are for the most part economically designed for their load conditions. However they could be redesigned to use less area of steel by marginally reducing the flange or lip lengths and by increasing the material strengths. This is not possible with current standard shapes available, but is possible by special order.

Specialized Roll-forming for Manufactured Housing: Once the manufacturing industry begins using cold-formed materials the cost of producing specialized sections, even proprietary to each production plant is enormous. Plants would eventually have roll-forming capabilities within their own facilities.
Figure B-2 Exterior wall to floor joist connection

Figure B-2 Floor joist strap and blocking to main beam
Miscellaneous Construction Information

The following pages contain additional notes and details that were developed as part of the structural design (see Figure B-2, Figure B-2, and Figure B-3).

Figure B-2 General structural notes
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B-28
Figure B-2 Roof, floor and wall assembly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHEATHING MATERIALS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. ROOF SHEATHING: 7/16 OBI SHALL BE FASTENED WITH #6 SCREWS 6&quot; O/C AT BOUNDARIES AND 12&quot; O/C IN THE FIELD, OR USE AEROCOM 0.100 X 1&quot; LONG AT THE SAME SPACING PER SCREW CALCULUS ABOVE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. EXTERIOR WALL SHEATHING: 7/16 OBI HARDBOARD SHALL BE FASTENED WITH #6 SCREWS 6&quot; O/C AT BOUNDARIES AND 12&quot; O/C IN THE FIELD, OR USE AEROCOM 0.100 X 1-1/4&quot; LONG AT THE SAME SPACING PER SCREW CALCULUS ABOVE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. FLOOR SHEATHING: 23/32&quot; PARTICLE BOARD (COREDESK DB) SHALL BE FASTENED WITH #6 SCREWS 6&quot; O/C AT BOUNDARIES AND 12&quot; O/C IN THE FIELD, OR USE AEROCOM 0.100 X 1-3/8&quot; LONG AT THE SAME SPACING PER SCREW CALCULUS ABOVE. IN ADDITION TO THE MECHANICAL FASTENERS USE ADHESIVE BETWEEN THE BOTTOM OF THE FLOOR SHEATHING AND THE TOP OF THE LIGHT GAUGE FLOOR JOIST. USE TECTIBOND BY FRANKLIN INTERNATIONAL INC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. SHEATHING LOCATED WHERE INDICATED IN THE PLANS THE INTERIOR FACE OF EXTERIOR STUD WALLS SHALL HAVE ONE ATTACHED WITH SCREWS PER THE SHEATHING FASTENING SCHEDULE (NOTE THAT THIS FASTENER MAY BE EQUIVALENTLY REPLACED WITH A DEVELOPING FASTENER PRODUCT TO ATTACH OBI WITH A PNEUMATIC PIN TO METAL STUD).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. INTERIOR OBI ON EXTERIOR WALLS BEATTACHED TO STUD WITH SCREW OR STAPLE OR NAIL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. INTERIOR OBI ATTACHED TO 25 GAUGE INTERIOR NON-STEEL WALLS SHALL BE ATTACHED WITH #6 SCREWS AT 12&quot; O/C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. LIGHT GAUGE TO MAIN RAIL STUD FINTENERS SHALL BE ATTACHED TO THE MAIN RAIL WITH .144 DIAM X 1&quot; AEROCOM PIN OR EQUAL.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure B-3 Allowable field penetrations

- Penetrations shall not be longer than 4-1/2" and located so that they do not penetrate the outside face of the wall. 
- The penetrations shall be the minimum of 1/8" in diameter. 
- The penetrations shall be covered with a flexible material to prevent air and water from entering the wall. 
- The penetrations shall be located away from the corners and edges of the wall. 
- The penetrations shall be sealed with a suitable sealant to prevent air and water from entering the wall. 
- The penetrations shall be protected from mechanical damage. 
- The penetrations shall be located away from the corners and edges of the wall.